Analysis of a relaxation process caused by the load variation adapted on the basis of second order electrical model
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Abstract
The relaxation process of lithium batteries caused by load variation is considered. It is shown that such processes have strong dependence on internal physical and chemical processes and battery technical conditions. Theoretical expressions of the relaxation process caused by a step-like load variation have been obtained for 1st and 2nd order equivalent electrical circuits. The experimental investigations show that the obtained models fit the real relaxation processes and the behavior of the identified parameters could be explained by specific features of physical and chemical processes within the lithium battery. It should be noted that the obtained results can be generalized for a different type of electrochemical power source. The proposed approach makes it possible to provide means for electrochemical power source characterization and diagnostic, the main advantages of which are good time localization of measurement procedures and inexpensive apparatus implementation.
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1. Introduction

Currently lithium batteries (LB) are one of the most popular means for energy storage due to the ability to provide high power/capacity/energy density, stable operation, and small self-discharging rate. However functional disadvantages of LB such as possibility of explosion due to overheating and battery short circuit, accelerated degradation related with overcharging/overdischarging or incorrect operation conditions are severe problems. Therefore, it is necessary to monitor battery technical state and detect degradation or critical operating modes. Toward this end many effective diagnostic tools have been developed. The corresponding tools are normally based on analysis of general electrical parameters [1-3] (stored charge, cell voltage/current, output power, etc.) or standard electrochemical characteristics (polarization curve, impedance, transient processes, etc.) [4-6]. The considering tools can be used to estimate complex parameters characterizing batteries technical state [7-11], such as State of Charge (SoC), State of Health (SoH), State of Power (SoP). The diagnostic information obtained on the basis of analysis of the mentioned parameters and characteristics have wide area of application: input information for Battery Management Systems (BMS) [12-15], prognostic of technical characteristic, evaluation of available power, remaining useful life estimation, etc.

Every electrochemical system diagnostic method has different capabilities and the fields of applications. One of the approaches uses an analysis of polarization curve. It allows to evaluate parameters of charge transfer processes within the cell, namely losses related with diffusion, activation and ohmic polarization. This method has limited applicability due to technical difficulties, impossibility of on-line monitoring, and discharging processes within the batteries.

The promising direction of diagnostic method development is related with weak disturbances of the operating mode. The corresponding group of methods comprises electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) [16-19], current interrupt method [20], and time domain electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (TDEIS) [21-24]. EIS is intended to study reaction of the system to sinusoidal excitation signal, includes calculations of impedance and analyzes its amplitudes and phases variation in frequency domain. This approach is effectively used for investigation of internal processes occurring in electrochemical systems [25], their modeling [26], and diagnostics [27]. In spite of high informational content and reliability of different types of impedance spectroscopy diagnostic methods, they require expensive test equipment; long measurement time that makes application for battery diagnostics difficult due to instability of processes inside the most of electrochemical systems; low internal resistance of electrochemical power source (EPS) leads to requirements of high currents control. The internal resistance of EPS can be estimated by using current interrupt method. The main disadvantage of the method is relatively low information content (only one parameter is determined), but it has merits of localization in time and simplicity.
of the test equipment. The high information value of the impedance spectroscopy and good time localization of current interrupt method are combined within the time-domain electrochemical impedance spectroscopy.

Last decades a perspective method of fluctuation and noise diagnostics is developing [28-30]. The greater positive feature of this approach is the fact that it does not have any impact on the battery operation and makes diagnostics during its normal operation possible; however, they require technically complex and expensive measuring equipment as well as considerable time costs to gather the sufficient statistics. There are the numerous applicable demonstrations of fluctuation and noise diagnostics for EPS [31-32]. Above mentioned use different kinds of diagnostic features such as: statistical moments [33], power spectral density [34-36], wavelet coefficients [37-39], neural networks [40], etc. In spite of above said it can be claimed that a general approach for identification of informative features of electrical noises which allows building a diagnostic system for any type of batteries is absent.

The most widely used complex parameters which are SoH and SoC characterize the technical state of a battery. SoH is one of critical indicators for battery powered systems which estimates the degradation level of the batteries and is usually used for the battery condition monitoring. In recent years a numerous of different methods for SoH estimation has been developed [41-45] which can be classified as follows: trend analysis of parameters obtained from experimental data (i.e. EIS, as considered in [41]) and identification of model parameters [42]. The second group of methods is based on different methods using black box concept and models describing connection between input and output parameters of the system such as equivalent electrical circuit, various mathematical models, and neural networks. These methods in many cases involve machine learning techniques. For example, Ref. [43] describes the process of SoH monitoring for a high power lithium-ion cell based on recurrent neural networks to monitor and predict the aging processes. SoH can also be estimated basing on the energy measurement during charge and discharge processes in the normal conditions used for a battery [44]. Each method characterizing by a number of characteristics including estimation accuracy, test duration, feasibility.

SoC is a critical parameter that allows estimating of current technical condition of a battery. Traditionally SoC is defined as a ratio of available capacity to nominal one. It is obvious that SoC is a very important parameter and its monitoring helps to prevent overcharge and overdischarge, to improve the battery performance and to create a strategy for making battery application more efficient. Since complex chemical and physical processes within a battery as well as used modes of operation define battery operation, accurate estimation of the SoC becomes challenging. For that, there are lots of different approaches for its estimation, which are [45]: open circuit and
terminal voltage methods; impedance spectroscopy; coulomb counting, neural network. As mentioned before, every of the existing methods has drawbacks limiting their field of application.

More specifically, analysis of literature shows that there is a gap of diagnostic techniques between expensive time-consuming methods that allow obtaining accurate complex information about the technical state of a battery and relatively simple methods providing the information about some specific parameters.

The gap is limiting possibilities to introduce diagnostic tools to many critical battery powered systems. To partially fill this gap, the present article proposes new diagnostic technique based on analysis of a relaxation process caused by the load variation. This technique uses advantages of time domain impedance spectroscopy concerning the good time localization and does not require powerful controllable current source. It makes possible to implement non expensive battery monitoring tools along with keeping high diagnostic capabilities. The obtained information is planned to be used for development of new battery diagnostic systems, estimation of complex parameters such as SoC, SoH, and as information source for perspective BMS.

2. Methodology

One of the most informative method for characterizing electrochemical power source is electrochemical impedance spectroscopy. Key idea which defines the theoretical basis of EIS consists in the fact that complex system under weak disturbances can be considered as a linear system. Therefore, the corresponding approaches such as linear impedance technique can be applied. In frame of this work, we propose to use small variation of an electrical load and analysis of corresponding responses to characterize electrochemical systems and their diagnostic features identification.

A linear equivalent electrical circuit is widely used in EIS to describe an electrochemical system under sufficiently small perturbation. At the same time, such linear circuit can be characterized by its time relaxation processes. Therefore, transient response is an evident tool for analyzing and diagnosing electrochemical systems.

Numerous interdependent physical and chemical processes such as ohmic polarization, diffusion and charge transfer inside electrochemical power source makes its relaxation processes to have complex transient behavior. As a rule, reaction on a small perturbation includes voltage step and relatively slow relaxations, which can be potentially used for in situ diagnostics [23]. The article [23] shows that the lithium batteries demonstrate the response on a step-like load current variation equal to the reaction of second order RC model (Fig. 2).

One of the conventional approach to analyze transient responses caused by a small perturbation is identification of equivalent model. Consider the corresponding identification could be
implemented for the second order (Fig. 1) electrical model basing on analysis of the relaxation caused by a load resistance variation.

![Fig. 1. The 2nd order equivalent electrical circuit of the lithium battery for load variation induced relaxation process](image)

The measurement procedure can be illustrated by Fig. 2, where one of the most effective way to obtain load variation, namely extra load $\Delta R$ commutation to the battery working with the main electrical load $R_{L1}$, is shown. The commutation procedures evoke the transient responses for investigation.

![Fig. 2. The initiation of the load variation induced relaxation process](image)

Consider the possibility to evaluate parameters of second order electrical model (Fig. 1) basing on the analysis of the considering relaxation processes. Basing on mesh current method, the circuit (Fig. 2) can be described as:

$$\begin{cases}
I_{11}\left(\frac{1}{pC_1} + R_1\right) - I_{22} \cdot R_1 = -\frac{U_{c10}}{p}; \\
-I_{11}R_1 + I_{22}\left(R_1 + R_2 + R_3 + R_{L2}\right) - I_{33}R_3 = \frac{E}{p}; \\
-I_{22}R_3 + I_{33}\left(\frac{1}{pC_2} + R_3\right) = -\frac{U_{c20}}{p}.
\end{cases} \tag{1}$$

Equation system (1) allows us to find the Laplace image of current response on load variation:

$$I_{22} = \frac{(R_{S2} - R_{S1})((C_1R_1^2 + C_2R_2^2) + pC_1C_2R_1R_3(R_1 + R_3))}{R_{S2}(1 + pC_1R_1)(1 + pC_2R_3) - pC_1R_1^2(1 + pC_2R_3) - pC_2R_3^2(1 + pC_1R_1)} \times \frac{E}{p}$$
\[
\times \left(\frac{E}{R_{\Sigma 2}R_{\Sigma 2}}\right) + \frac{E}{pR_{\Sigma 1}}, \tag{2}
\]

where

\[
R_{\Sigma 1} = R_1 + R_2 + R_3 + R_{L1}, \tag{3}
\]
\[
R_{\Sigma 2} = R_1 + R_2 + R_3 + R_{L2}. \tag{4}
\]

From general consideration, we could suppose that transient process of 2nd order linear equivalent circuit has the following structure:

\[
U(t) = E - Ae^{-Bt} - Ce^{-Dt}; \tag{5}
\]

It means that the Laplace image (2) had to presented in the following form:

\[
I_{22} = \frac{F}{p} - \frac{A}{p-B} - \frac{C}{p-D} = \frac{F}{p} - \frac{Ap - AD + Cp - BC}{p^2 - Bp - Dp + BD}; \tag{6}
\]

Comparing (2) and (6) we obtain the following equation system:

\[
\begin{aligned}
A + C &= C_1C_2R_1R_2(R_1 + R_3)(R_{\Sigma 2} - R_{\Sigma 1}); \\
-AD - BC &= (R_{\Sigma 2} - R_{\Sigma 1})(C_1R_1^2 + C_2R_3^2); \\
-B - C &= R_{\Sigma 2}R_{\Sigma 1}C_2R_3(R_{\Sigma 2} - R_3) + C_1R_1(R_{\Sigma 2} - R_1) \\
B \cdot D &= \frac{R_{\Sigma 1}R_{\Sigma 2}^2}{C_1C_2R_1R_3(R_{\Sigma 2} - R_1 - R_3)}; \\
F &= \frac{E}{R_{\Sigma 1}};
\end{aligned} \tag{7}
\]

Analysis of the equation system (7) shows the following. The parameters \(A, B, C, D, F\) can be found from experimental data as a result of computer fitting procedures for the equation (5). The total resistances \(R_{\Sigma 1}\) and \(R_{\Sigma 2}\) are estimated on the basis of Ohm low in steady state conditions before and after commutation respectively. The last conclusion means that the equation system (7) comprising five unknown variables and only four equations since the last equation does not comprise any unknown variable. However, it is possible to extend the system by adding one of equations (15) or (16). In this case, we obtain the system of equations having a unique solution:

\[
\begin{aligned}
A + C &= C_1C_2R_1R_2(R_1 + R_3)(R_{\Sigma 2} - R_{\Sigma 1}); \\
-AD - BC &= (R_{\Sigma 2} - R_{\Sigma 1})(C_1R_1^2 + C_2R_3^2); \\
-B - C &= R_{\Sigma 2}R_{\Sigma 1}C_2R_3(R_{\Sigma 2} - R_3) + C_1R_1(R_{\Sigma 2} - R_1) \\
B \cdot D &= \frac{R_{\Sigma 1}R_{\Sigma 2}^2}{C_1C_2R_1R_3(R_{\Sigma 2} - R_1 - R_3)}; \\
F &= \frac{E}{R_{\Sigma 1}};
\end{aligned} \tag{8}
\]

The system (8) can be solved analytically or using numeric methods. Both approaches allow to find the parameters of electrical equivalent circuits. The proposed approach is applicable for any
equivalent electrical circuits. It means that the approach based on analysis of an electrochemical system with varied electrical load can be adapted to extract information about their equivalent electrical circuit parameters.

Concluding the considered, the procedures for evaluation the electrical model parameter comprises the following steps:

1. Identification of the transient response model parameter (5) by means of computer fitting procedures
2. The electrical model parameters estimation on the basis of solving system (8).

The load resistance $R_{L1}$ can be measured before start the procedure. For this purpose the current sensor can be introduced into measurement circuit.

3. **Numerical simulation**

   The approach described above allows the equivalent electrical circuit parameters to be determined based on transient performance analysis. To validate the approach, a dedicated simulation of the EPS with a second-order equivalent electrical circuit (Fig. 1) was carried out in NI Multisim software. The model (Fig. 3) comprises elements of the equivalent electrical circuit resistances $R_1$, $R_2$, and $R_3$, and capacitances $C_1$ and $C_2$, as well as $DC\_POWER$ block $E$ corresponding to the open circuit potential of the EPS under test, and two load resistances $RL_1$ and $\Delta R$. The additional load is connected by the $VOLTAGE\_CONTROLLED\_SPST$ switch S2, controlled by functional generator XFG1. The make-and-break status of switch S2 changes the load of the simulated EPS and starts the analyzed transient processes.

Fig. 3. NI Multisim simulation model for the generation of the transient response caused by load variation

As noted in the previous section, the requirements of the transient process are the following: (i) amplitudes do not take the EPS beyond the linear mode, and (ii) the experiment duration is long enough to estimate the transient process with sufficient accuracy. Within the present study, the
parameters $R_{L1} = 50 \text{ Ohm}$ and $R_{L2} = 33.3 \text{ Ohm}$ are used to provide a linear mode of operation. The functional generator XFG1 operates with the following parameters: frequency of 0.5 Hz, duty cycle of 50%, amplitude of 5 V, and “square wave” signal type.

Before the commutation, the load is equal to 50 Ohm; after commutation, it can be calculated as a parallel connection of 50 Ohm and 100 Ohm resistors, which is approximately equal to 33.3 Ohm. Hence, the model has a step-like load variation, which causes the required transient response. Said transient responses were recorded during half of the functional generator period of 10 seconds corresponding to the “on” position of the switch and processed in digital form.

In this way, the proposed control system generates an excitation signal to obtain the relaxation process caused by electrical load variation. Examples of the relaxation processes for different operational parameters are presented in Fig. 4. The experimental data have been normalized by subtracting the initial value and multiplying by -1 to improve visual representation.

![Fig. 4. Result of simulation and fitting for normalized relaxations of second-order equivalent electrical circuits caused by load variation](image)

Analysis of the relaxation process caused by the load variation shows a strong dependence on the EPS model parameters, however, it has a similar structure, including the immediate step (not shown in Fig. 4) and subsequent relatively slow voltage relaxation, which confirms the conclusions of the previous sections. We shall now investigate the possibility of using these relaxations to estimate the parameters of the equivalent electrical circuit.

According to the algorithm presented above, the process of equivalent circuit parameter evaluation consists of two steps: computer fitting of model (10) and the solution of equation system.
In this study, the computer fitting was implemented using Python programming language with the module \texttt{scipy.optimize.curve.fit}. More specifically, the Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm was used to find the best-fit coefficients $U_1$, $U_2$, and $\tau$ of model (10). The results of the computer fitting are presented by the solid lines in Fig. 4. The small value of the obtained errors verifies the correctness of the model and allows us to use the results for further processing.

The fitted values are used to calculate the parameters of the equivalent circuit $R_1$, $R_2$, $R_3$, $C_1$, and $C_2$ by solving equation system (8). For the NI Multisim model with $R_1 = 0.36 \, \text{Ohm}$, $R_2 = 0.59 \, \text{Ohm}$, $R_3 = 0.05 \, \text{Ohm}$, $C_1 = 0.23 \, \text{F}$, and $C_2 = 28.85 \, \text{F}$, the following parameters were estimated: $R_{1fitted} = 0.3617 \, \text{Ohm}$, $R_{2fitted} = 0.5911 \, \text{Ohm}$, $R_{3fitted} = 0.0471 \, \text{Ohm}$, $C_{1fitted} = 0.2276 \, \text{F}$, and $C_{2fitted} = 29.9821 \, \text{F}$, corresponding to relative errors of 0.48\% , 0.19\% , 5.74\% , 1.02\% , and 3.92\% , respectively.

To prove the reliability of the proposed method, the whole algorithm was performed for different values of $R_1$, $R_2$, $R_3$, $C_1$, and $C_2$ within the ranges $0.1–1.0 \, \text{Ohm}$, $0.1–1.0 \, \text{Ohm}$, $0.03–1.00 \, \text{Ohm}$, $0.1–1.0 \, \text{F}$, and $10–40 \, \text{F}$, respectively. Analysis of the results shows that the average relative errors are 1.90\% for $R_1$, 0.03\% for $R_2$, 12.40\% for $R_3$, 1.24\% for $C_1$, and 25.70\% for $C_2$.

4. Experimental investigation

To check the proposed approach allowing determination of electrical equivalent circuit parameters the experimental investigations has been carried out.

4.1. Experimental installation

The experimental investigation of the proposed method has been carried out on the basis of the dedicated test installation. The commutation of an additional electrical load provides the excitation signal. Experimentally has been established that one of the best solutions to test the proposed method is to use electromagnetic relay since it introduces lower level of noises and interferences. The main disadvantage of this solution is relay chatter. However, it was found the relays without chatter for disconnection processes. Corresponding relay has been used to commutate 100 Ohm extraload load $\Delta R$ to the main load $R_{L1}$ of 50 Ohm. The commutation process was controlled by microcontroller ATMEGA328P-PU. The test equipment comprises units to measure voltage and current generated by the EPS under test PXI Oscilloscope PXI-5922 of National Instruments.

4.2. Experimental study

The main goal of the experimental investigations is to study the relaxation processes of EPS induced by the step-like load variation and estimate their information content to identify parameters
of equivalent electrical circuit. The obtained results allow to check the proposed models in accordance with experimental data, as well as to verify the proposed diagnostic methods. The EPS under study is Li-Ion unprotected battery Rexant with 2400 mAH capacity at 3.7 V, 18650 size. The experimental study has been conducted under low current operation mode defined by high load resistances (> 30 Ohm) to prevent effects of battery self-overheating. The step-like load variation between 33.3 Ohm and 50 Ohm has been carried out each 5 seconds. The examples of transient process measure for different states of charge are provided in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. The relaxation processes caused by the load variation for different open circuit potentials of the battery

Analysis of Fig. 5 shows that the relaxation processes has a strong dependence on battery voltage and the amplitudes grows with the battery discharging. The fitting process has been accomplished according to model (5) on the data, gathered by the experimental installation during the relay decoupling. The fitting process of real experimental data has some differences from one obtained during simulations, since we had to define start time of the transient process and define the open-circuit potential $E$ of the battery. The start time has been defined by the dedicated synchronization system triggering the data acquisition. Since each transient response has been written in separate file, the fitting procedures have been applied to whole file. The first ten points have been ignored to exclude an impact of commutation noises on the results of analysis.

The evaluation of open circuit potential can be done based on analysis of the electrical equivalent circuit (Fig. 4) within steady state modes before and after relaxation processes corresponding:

$$E = (R_x - R_{L1}) \cdot U_{L1} / R_{L1}, \quad (9)$$

$$E = (R_x - R_{L2}) \cdot U_{L2} / R_{L2}, \quad (10)$$
where $R_s$ is internal DC resistance of the battery, $R_{L1}, R_{L2}$ are load resistances, $U_{L1}, U_{L2}$ are steady state voltages before and after relaxation processes. Solving the equation system, we obtain the open-circuit potential:

$$E = \left( \frac{U_{L2} - U_{L1}}{R_{L2}U_{L1} - R_{L1}U_{L2}} \right) \cdot R_{L1}R_{L2} - R_{L2} \cdot \frac{U_{L1}}{R_{L2}}.$$  

(11)

Fig. 6 demonstrates the behavior of the equivalent electrical circuit parameters during discharging of the battery under test.

Fig. 6. The dependencies of the second-order equivalent electrical circuit parameters $R_1 (a), R_3 (b), R_4 (c), C_1 (d)$, and $C_2 (e)$ on the battery voltage.
Analysis of the results presented in Fig. 6 shows that the resistances $R_1$ and $R_3$ monotonically increase during the battery discharge. The growth in these values accelerates when the battery voltage reaches values below 2.7–2.8 V. The described behavior can be explained by an increase in losses related to diffusion and charge transfer. The resistance $R_2$, related to ohmic polarization, stayed essentially constant across the considered range of open circuit potentials — this outcome is consistent with the findings of other researchers [46]. The higher capacitance $C_2$ demonstrates generally decreasing behavior with decreasing voltage, whereas, the capacitance $C_1$ has a maximum value near the nominal battery voltage and exhibits a monotonic decrease as the open-circuit voltage departs from the maximum point. This behavior of $C_2$ can be explained by the physical and chemical processes forming double layer capacity. The presence of the $C_1$ discharging curve peak near the battery voltage of 3.45 V should also be noted; at present, we have no explanation for this phenomenon, which will be investigated in future work.

The investigation of experimental results gives us possibility to suppose that the obtained results reflects internal processes within the battery and the obtained information could be used for characterization battery technical state and developing effective diagnostic means. The stated prepositions are also proved by a general ideas laying within the basis of the proposed approach, namely, the equivalence of impedance and time relaxation characteristics for a linear system as an example of which electrochemical systems can be considered in case of small external impact. The proposed approach has many advantages from practical point of view. Firstly, it has better localization in time in comparison with electrochemical impedance spectrometry. This advantage is especially important for electrochemical power sources due to impact on the results the discharging processes in case of a battery or temporal instability of the processes inside fuel cells. Furthermore, it significantly decreases the response time of diagnostic systems. Secondly, the proposed approach requires simpler and more inexpensive apparatus, which potentially allows manufacturer to embed monitoring means into the battery.

5. Conclusion

The relaxation processes caused by a load variation has been studied within lithium batteries. It follows from general considerations that relaxation processes of linear systems have the same information content as impedance spectra. Use of the relaxation processes gives a number of advantages such as better time localization of the measurement procedures and simpler measurement equipment. The relaxation processes caused by a current or potential variation are relatively simple from data processing point of view, however, still require powerful electronic means with control loops. Within the present article, the new method of electrochemical power source investigation based on analysis of relaxation process induced by a load variation is proposed.
The main advantage of this approach is simple apparatus means using commutated additional load, or even natural variations of electrical load.
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